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 “Localized discipline” (Yeung and Liu, 2006)

 Tangible examples

 Relatable experiences

 Industries and companies they know

 Students engage in learning process

 Students use own knowledge and expertise

 Can provide local concepts to be applied 
globally 



 Integrate personal research

 Create opportunities for student co-authored research

 Compels frequent updating of lessons (Ettlinger, 2006)



 Lower-level world geography

 Upper-level economic geography

 Shifting expectations

 Case studies improve learning 
over rote memorization (Grant, 
1997)
 Active learning
 Improves critical thinking skills 
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 Pre- and post-survey administered

 Even mix of early career and later career students

 Post-survey demonstrates increased understanding of industry and industry’s role in 
global economy

 Students cite role of the case study in their learning

 Post-survey identifies areas for improvement



 “I went to all the countries in the study and clicked to see what their manufacturing 
consisted of. It helped me see the strength of these countries and compare with their 
economy.”

 “Machine tools are important to the American South as a new center of 
manufacturing.”

 “I enjoyed how many figures and examples were provided. It made it a lot easier to 
grasp certain concepts.” 

 “I enjoyed having the videos to watch in the module, as well as the interactive maps. 
Those type of visual tools are helpful to me.”

 “The most enjoyable aspect was that it provided videos and sort of a hands on 
learning experience. It required that you go out and find the information and do 
research on it.” 



 Original CGGE website was hard to navigate

 Modules are too long for intro classes

 Activities were boring for some students

 Students do not relate to same things
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